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Konhauser [5] defined the polynomials 2:(x; k) by 
Later, Carlitz [6] gave an explicit expression for the polynomials Y;(z; k) 
(which form the other set of the biorthogonal system) 
In the present paper a trilateral generating function for the polynomials 
Y;(x; k) is derived. It is then shown how this generating function yields 
generalizations of the trilateral generating function for the Laguerre 
polynomials due to Chatterjea [7] and of the bilateral generating function 
of Srivastava [a]. In the subsequent sections some generating functions, 
a recurrence formula and a summation formula for the polynomials 
2:(x; k) are obtained. 
2. A trilateral generating function for the polynomials Y:(x; k) 
In this section we shall prove the following 
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THEOREM. Let 
(3) Frn[% y, $1’ 5 an Y&(X; k) gn(y)tn, 
n-0 
be a bilateral generating function, where a,#0 are arbitrary constants, 
m is a positive integer, and the g,(y) are arbitrary classical polynomials 
or functions. Then the following trilateral generating relation holds: 
(4) ( 
=(I -p-z+“” exp {z[ 1 - ( 1 - t)-llk]} 
, 
where 
PROOF. Substituting the series expansion of u;(y, z) given by (5) on 
the left-hand side of (a), we find that 
On summing the inner series with the help of the generating function 
P, p. 8031 
(6) 
1 
so (“; “) c&+&G k) tn
=(l-t)-(**k+l)/kexp {~[l-(l-t)-llk]}Y;(k(l-Q-l/k; k), 
and then interpreting the resulting expression by means of (3), we are 
led to the theorem. 
For m = 1 = k, the above theorem yields the trilateral generating function 
([7], Cor. l/p. 326) for the Laguerre polynomials. The importance of the 
‘above theorem may further be exhibited by considering the following 
bilateral generating function [4, p. 4911: 
= (1 -t)-@+l)/k exp (z[l -(l -t)-l’k]}HIX(l -t)-llk, -#t/(1 -t)], 
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where 1 is a positive integer, and 
It is easy to see that, by setting 
(9) 
wm1 m 
fJiYY9 4= 2 
( ) 
T! 
my; w, 
r-0 mr ly+zr+ 1) 
our theorem would yield 
, z)tn = (1 - t)-ta+l)‘k exp {x[( 1 - (1 - t)-ilk]) 
Y&(x( 1 - t)-l’k, k) Z&; 1) 
( (is)“)“. 2 
For m=l, (10) reduces to 
2 Y;(x; k)u,(y,z)tn=(l-t-~t)-(“+l)/~exp {x[l-(l-t-zt)-l/k]) 
(11) 
n=O 
H 
II 
x(1-t-zt)-l’k, f& 1 ) 
where 
(12) %(Y, 4 = 2 
r-0 0 
; ,,+‘i+ 1) f?(Y; I) 2’3 
and, of course, H[x, t] is given by (9). 
Eqs (10) and (11) are nice extensions of the generating function (7). 
3. A class of generating functions for the polynomials 2:(x; k). 
Par convenience, from this section onwards we shall use the symbol 
A(k; CX) to abbreviate the sequence of k parameters 
u+l 
p, k”“’ 
a+k-1 
k , k>l 
In this section we prove the following theorem: 
THEOREM. Let a and b are complex constants, not both zero. Then 
-- (a+k)l/k ’ k > 
{(a+ bn)t)n 
(I+ @)kn 
-; xk -v- ) 
A(k; 1 +a); 01 k 
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where 
(14) v = tebv. 
PROOF. Starting 
cm / 
with the left-hand side of (13), we have 
NOW by setting f(x) =eaz and ~(2) = ebX in the Lagrange expansion for- 
mula [3] 
(15) 
f(v) 
1 - tqq v) = *so s [-wf www&-09 v = &J(V)> 
we obtain the following elegant result 
(16) 
eav 2 k-J+bn)n tn 
1- = n-o n! ’ 
where v is given by (14). 
On account of this, we now have 
by the Gaussian multiplication theorem 
eaV =- 
l-bv 
(1’) (a)k,=+ (bfki--%, (k=l, 2, 3, . . . . j=O, 1, 2, --+I 
and the theorem is proved. 
It is worthwhile to remark here that, by assigning special values to 
the arbitrary constants a and b, it is easy to obtain from our theorem 
a large variety of generating functions for the polynomials Z;(X; k). 
For instance, we mention the following particular case. For a= 1 and 
b =O, our theorem yields the generating function [4, p. 4901: 
xk 
4k; 1+oL); -tE . 01 
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4. A generating function equivalence for the polynomials Z;(z; k) 
By making use of the Gaussian multiplication theorem one may readily 
obtain the following generating-function equivalence 
where c is an arbitrary constant. 
For c = 1 + a ; (19) reduces to another generating-function equivalence : 
(20) 
kFo tick . 
I 
For k = 1, (19) and (20) yield the well-known generating functions ([2], 
(3) and (4) p. 202, respectively) for the Laguerre polynomials. 
6. Linear generating functions for the polynomials 2:~“‘(z; k) 
The generating functions to be proved in this section are 
(21) ‘; --a), c; (-k)kt 
1+Xkt’ 1 
where c is an arbitrary constant, and 
(22) 
r exp ( -tx*) nFo 
PROOF. The generating functions (21), (22) are the immediate con- 
sequences of the fact that IFC, is a binomial series end ~$0 is an expo- 
nential function. 
For k= 1, (22) yields the generating function ([I], (19) p. 189). Denoting 
+ For k= 1, the series on the right-hand side of (22) converges for ItI < 1. 
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the generating function (22) by f(x, t), we at once find th& 
df a- +kt xk-1 f=o; 
substituting for f(x, t) from (22) and equating the coefficients of tn, we 
obtain the differential recurrence relation 
DZ;+“(x; k) + k&l Z;I~+~(X; k) = 0. 
Replacing OL by a+ kn, we get 
(23) DZ;(x; k) = -k&l Z;+t(x; k). 
Eq. (23) was also obtained by Konhauser [5] by direct calculations. 
Now using (22), we can write 
5 Z;-lpn (x; k)tn= exp {t(yk-xk)) nzo Z;-” (y; k)P 
n-o 
= n%. ,fj (y*;!xk)f Z;Z~+~ (y ; k)tn. 
On equating the coefficients of tn, we get 
n Z;+ (x; k)= 2 
2-O 
(yk--,xky z~-p”+” (y; k). 
Replacing LX by a + kn, we obtain the following summation formula for 
2:(x; k): 
(24) 2, (x; k) = i (” ;,xk)r .Z;?r (y; k). 
7-O 
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